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ABSTRACT

The need for portable shelters for trail operations, transient field camps, and
remote construction areas in polar regions led to the development and evaluation
of a family of wanigans. The basic wanigan in this family is the Standard NCEL
Sled Wanigan, which is 8 feet wide and 20 feet long. A 10-foot-wide version of
this wonigan is called the Extra-Wide NCEL Sled Wanigan. Both of these wanigans
must be mounted on bobsleds for mobility. For limited mobility independent of a
sled, a heavy-duty floor and skid system was developed for the wanigans. These
skid-mounted units are called the Standard NCEL Portable Camp Wanigan and the
Extra-Wide NCEL Portable Camp Wanigan. All are of a prefabricated, panelized
construction with interchangeable components. The two standard wanigans are air-
transportable in a C-130 aircraft; the two extra-wide wanigans must be disassembled
for shipment in this aircraft. A basic heating and ventilating kit, an electrical
harness, and a side- mounted fuel storage tank were developed for the wanigans.

These are adequate for most general applications.

Prototypes of both sled wanigans and both portable camp wanigans were
tested and evaluated at polar field sites. These tests demonstrated that the sled
wanigans are well suited for housing the facilities required on sled train operations
in polar regions, and that the portable camp wanigans are well suited for housing
those facilities required c" transient field camps and isolated construction sites.

Quolified requesters may obtain copies of this report from DDC.
The Laboratory invites comment on this report, particuiarly on the

results obtained by those who have applied the information.
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INTRODUCTION

Portable structures are required For housing personnel, equipment, utilities,
and other facilities at transient work camps away from an established polar station.
Also, they are needed for polar tractor trains engaged in overland supply, explora-
tion, and movement of personnel. In the early days of mechanized polar operations,
these needs were fulfilled with field-fabricated structures, called wanigans, mounted
on cargo sleds. As polar activities increased, so did the requirements for wanigans.
Present operations in Antarctica indicate an increasing need for portable structures
which are also air-transportable.

Modern polar operations require wanigans for two general categories: sled
wanigans for trail use, and camp wanigans for transient work areas. The sled wanigan
is needed to berth and feed personnel on the trail. The camp wanigan may be needed
to house personnel, but it is also required to house equipment, to provide shop space,
and to protect utilities at work areas located away from an established camp or station.
The camp wanigan must have limited mobility, but this requirement is far less stringent
than the portability required on the trail.

In order to develop a versatile wanigan which could be easily altered to fit
this variety of requirements, the Laboratory developed a basic wanigan of modular
design with a maximum interchangeability of parts. Following this, it developed a
heavy-duty floor and skid system for the basic wanigan. These two developments
resulted in a family of four wanigans suitable to a variety of applications on the
trail and at isolated work areas.

The basic wanigan, which is designed for use with a cargo sled, is available
in two widths. The standard sled wanigan is 8 feet wide, 8 feet high, and 20 feet
long. It can be transported by C-130 aircraft without disassembly. The extra-wide
sled wanigan is 2 feet wider. It must be disassembled for air shipment, but the extra
width permits more verwtility in application. Both models of the sled wonigan can be
converted to portable camp wanigans by replacing the floor panels with the heavy-
duty floor and skids. The portable wanigans are best suited to applications where
heavy floor loads are involved or when mobility independent of a cargo sled is
desired. The standard 8-foot-wide portable camp wanigan is also air-transportable
without disassembly.



BACKGROUND

Tractor trains were used extensively by the Navy in northern Alaska following
World War 11 in support of oil exploration in Naval Petroleum Reserve Number 4.
Sled wanigans were used for a variety of purposes on these trains. Their size and
shape were dependent upon the particular requirements at the time; their design
and fabrication were dependent upon the materials available for construction.

In 1947 the Laboratory undertook the development of a prefabricated,
panelized wanigan for sled train operations. This development, which is reviewed
in Appendix A, resulted in the standard and extra-wide sled wanigans described in
this report. Five of the extra-wide sled wanigans were fabricated by the Laboratory
for Deep Freeze I. Three of these units were outfitted as sleeping wanigans and two
were outfitted as galleys. These wanigans were used in numerous sled train opera-
tions in Antarctica between 1956 and 1958.1

To increase the versatility of the wanigan and to provide it some degree of
mobility independent of a cargo bobsled, the Laboratory developed a heavy-duty
floor and skid system and a double-door end section for its sled wanigans in 1958.
These developments are described in Appendix B. Prototypes of the skid-mounted
wanigans, called portable camp wanigans, were evaluated by the Laboratory at
field sites in Alaska2 and Antarctica between 1959 and 1963.

Several basic accessories were developed for the NCEL wanigans between
1959 and 1963. These included a heating and ventilating kit, an electrical harness,
and an 80-gallon side-mounted fuel tank. These developments and other utility
requirements for wanigans are discussed in Appendix C.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

The general requirement for developing the NCEL family of wanigans was to
provide portable shelters of simple design suitable for diversified usage. Same
specific requirements were used in the initial development. Other requirements
were brought to light during development and evaluation of prototypes. The four
NCEL wanigans were designed to satisfy these requirements:

1. General

a. Design suitable for fabrscation in small shops

b. All components of a size and weight for easy erection without
weight-lif|ing equipment
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c. Components with size and weight restrictions to permit transport by

C-130 or similar aircraft

2. Design Loads

a. Snow load, 20 psf

b. Wind load, 70 miles per hour

c. Standard floor load, 40 psf

d. Heavy-duty floor load, 2500-pound spread load in the center section
of each boy

3. Configuration

a. A 20-foot length with 8- and 10-foot widths

b. An 8-foot ceil;ng height

c. Flexibility in placement and size of doors and windows to comply
with specific use requirements

4. Construction

a. Insulated and vapor-sealed panels with gasketed joints providing an
overall heat-loss from conduction and infiltration no greater than
0.15 Btuh/ 0 F for each square foot of exterior surface

b. Panel-joint gaskets which remain pliable at -65 F

c. Panel fasteners which will not loosen under vibration and rocking
motion

5. Heavy-Duty Floor and Skid System

a. Interchangeable with the standard floor without adaptors

b. Skids supporting the floor with a ground-'bering pressure of 3 to 4 psi
based on a gross wanigan weight of 14,000 pounds

c. A skid system suitable for towing from either end with an approach
angle of the skid no greater than 27 dgrees

3
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S6 . H e a te r

a. Capable of providing a 70 F interior temperature in an ambient
temperature of -65 F

b. Capable of starting at -65 F without the aid of an auxiliary heat
source

c. Capable of operating under rough trail conditions and without
electricity

d. Opemtion on arctic-grade diesel fuel

*. Discontinuance of fuel flow if the fire goes out

f. Easy maintenance by untrained personnel

7. Ventilation

a. Con be dependent upon electrical power

b. Positive fesh-air intake and exhaust independent of wind direction
and velocity

c. Adequate air change to control smoke and odors, commensurate with
the need for heat conservation

d. Simple adjustments of air volume to change ventilation to correspond
with requirements

NCEL FAMILY OF WANIGANS

Standard Sled Wanigan

The standard sled wanigon (Figure 1) is 8 feet wide, 8 feet high, and 20 fet
long. It is made up of 4-foot-wide floor, wall, and roof panels, which are bolted
together to farm an integral structure. nrsonnol entry-door panels are provided
at each end of the woniga%, and two window panels am provided for the sidewalls.
&lad on 1962 prices, the coot of this wonigon complete with a basic electrical
homnes, a basic heating and ventilating kit, and a side-mounted fuel tonk 's
$48W (Toble I). The net weight of the standrm sled wanigan is 86 pounds.
Pockaged fr doipmet it weighs 3410 pounds and occupies 340 cubic feet.
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Table I. Cost, Shipping Weight, and Cube of the Standard Sled
Wanigon Components

Cost ($) Shipping Shipping
Components Weight Space

Labor Material Total (lb) (cu ft)

Walls and Roof 2,350 950 3,300 2,410 240

Standard Floor 650 250 900 600 60

Electrical Harness 50 100 150 80 10

Heating & Venrtoating 150 200 150 14
Kit

Fuel Tank 250 50 300 170 16

Totals 3,250 1,500 4,850 3,410 340

Extra-Wide Slec; Wanigan

The extra-wide sled wanigan is 10 feet wide, 8 feet high, and 20 feet long.
Excepi for width, it is identical to the standard sled wanigan. Based on 1962
prices, te cost of this wanigan complete with a basic electrical harness, a basic
heatinc and "'intilating kit, and a side-mounted fuel tank is $5150 (Table 11). The
net weight of the extra-wide sled wanigan is 3228 pounds. Packaged for shipment
it weighs 4160 pounds and occupies 420 cubic feet.

Standar6 Portable Camp Wanigan

The standard portable camp wanigan (Figure 2) is 8 feet wide, 8 feet
9-7/8 inches high, and 2' feet 4-1/4 inches long. It is made up of standard sled
wanigan wall and roof panels, and a heavy-duty floor and skid system. Double
doors are provided at each end of the wanigan, and two window panels are pro-
vided for the s;dewalls. Based on 1962 prices, the cost of this wonigan complete
with a basic electrical harness, a basic heating and ventilating kit, and a side-
mounted fuel tank is $6600 (Table Ill). The net weight of the standard portable
camp wanigan is 4740 pounds. Packaged for shipment ;t weighs 5890 pounds and
occupies 350 cubic feet.

6
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Table II. Cost, Shipping Weight, and Cube of the Extra-Wide
Sled Wanigan Components

cost ($) Shipping Shipping
Components Weight Space

Labor Material Total (ib) (cu ft)

WalIls and Roof 2,350 1,200 3,550 3,010 300

Standard Floor 650 300 950 750 80

Electrical Harness 50 100 150 80 10

Heating & Ventilating
Kit 50 150 200 150 14

Fuel Tank 250 50 300 170 16

Totals 3,350 1,800 5,150 4,160 420

Table Ill. Cost, Shipping Weight, and Cube of the Standard
Portable Camp Wanigan Components

Cost ($) Shipping Shipping
Components Weight Space

Labor Material Total (Ib) (cu ft)

Walls and Roof 2,350 950 3,300 2,410 240

Skid-Mounted Floor 1,900 750 2,650 3,080 70

Electrical Harness 50 100 150 80 10

Heating & Ventilating 50 150 200 150 14
Kit

Fuel Tank 250 50 300 170 16

Totals 4,600 2,000 6,600 5,890 350

8
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Tale IV. Cost, Shipping Weight, and Cube of the Extra-Wide
Portable Camp Wanigan Components

Cost ($) Shipping Shipping
Components Weight Space

Labor Material Total (Ib) (cu ft)

Walls and Roof 2,350 1,200 3,550 3,010 300

Skid-Mounted Floor 1,900 950 2,850 3,750 90

Electrical Harness 50 100 150 80 10

Heating & Ventilating 50 150 200 150 14
Kit 5

Fuel Tank 250 50 300 170 16

Totals 4,600 2,450 7,050 7,160 430

Extra-Wide Portable Camp Wanigan

The extra-wide portable camp wanigan is 10 feet wide, 8 feet 9-7/8 inches
high, and 21 feet 4-1/4 inches long. Except for width, it is identical to the
standard portable camp wanigan. Based on 1962 prices, the cost of this wanigan
complete with a basic electrical harness, a basic heating and ventilating kit, and
a side-mounted fuel tank is $7U50 (Table IV). The net weight of the extra-wide
portable camp wanigan is 5243 pounds. Packaged for shipment, it weighs
7160 pounds and occupies 430 cubic feet.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES

The quantity and weight of the parts required for each of the four NCEL
wanigans are listed in Tables V through VIII. Three basic accessories are pro-
vided with each NCEL wanigan. These are a heating and ventilating kit, an
electrical harness, and a side-mounted fuel tank. In some cases these basic
accessories will not be adequate for specific applications. Appendix C should
be reviewed for this determination.

All items for the wanigans are of special fabrication except the heater. This
item is available from commercial sources. The drawings required for fabrication
and construction of the wanigans are listed in Appendix D. All items are suitable
for small shop fabrication.

9



Table V. Quantity and Weight of Parts for the Standard
Sled Wanigan

Item Quantity Unit Weight Total Weight

Roof Panels 51264
Sidewall Panels 10 82 820
Endwall Panels 4 46 184

2Door Panels 
105 210Floor Panels 5 112 560

Fasteners &Misc 50
,50

Total Wanigan Weight 2,464

Table VI. Quantity and Weight of Parts for the Extra-Wide
Sled Wonigan

Item Quantity Unit Weight Total WeightS(O b) (Ob)
Roof Panels 5 158 790Sidewall Panels 10 82 820Endwall Panels 4 67 268
Door Panels 2 105 210
Floor Panels 5 138 690Fasteners & Misc

50
Total Wanigan Weight 2,828

( 10i ,
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Figure 3. Typical panel construction. Plywood skin removed to show framing
and insulation.

Wanigan Panels

The wanigan panels ore based on a 4-foot module. Both lap and butt joints
are used to join the panels. The lap joints are connected with through bollsi the
butt joints are connected with bolts threading into blind nuts.

All of the panels are of stressed-skin hollow-core design. Except for the roof
panel, which is crowned on top, all panels are 2 inches thick. The typical panels
consist of light wooden frames made of edge-grain Douglas fir faced with I 4-inch
exterior-type B-grade Douglas fir plywood on each side. The top of the roof panels
are faced with 3 8-inch-thick plywood, and the traffic side of the floor panels are
covered with a 1 4-inch tempered, hard-pressed fiberboard wearing surface. In
assembly, all joints in the panels are glued and nailed for unity.

The wanigan panels are insulated with a 3 4-pound-density, 1-1 2-inch-
thick fiberglass blanket, which is cut slightly oversize to completely fill the
cav;ties formed by the framing members (Figure 3). Also, a vapor barrier is
provided on the worm side of the panels with 0.015-inch-thick aluminum-clod
plywood. The aluminum-clad plywood is used instead of aluminum foil bonded to
the fiberglass insulation because it is continuous across the face of the panel and
has a greater thickness and toughness. In application, the aluminum-clad plywood

can be attached with the aluminum face out to provide a metal surface on the
panel.

13



Heavy-Duty Floor and Skid System

The heavy-duty floor consists of five panels constructed of 2 x 6 tongue-and-
groove timbers. This floor is not insulated. These panels rest on timbers which are
placed transversely across the skids at 4-foot intervals. A predrilled 2 x 8 side rail
around the perimeter of the floor is used to bolt the standard wanigan wall panels
to the heavy-duty floor.

The skid system consists of two steel skids which are spaced for a tracking gage
of 5-3/4 feet. At no penetration, the skids provide a 5-inch clearance under the floor
and an 11-inch deck height. A tongue is provided for towing. It can be attached to
either end of the skids.

Heating and Ventilating Kit

The basic heating and ventilation kit for the NCEL wanigans consists of a
commercial mobile-home-type 25,000-Btuh space heater and 60-cfm wall-mounted
intake-air and exhaust-air fixtures. The 25,000-Btuh vaporizing pot-type burner
in the heater is suitable for use with all grades of diesel fuel. Gravity fuel flow to
the burner is controlled by a float valve. A leakproof sheet-met,-l drip pan is used
under the heater to catch fuel spillage. Standard vent pipe and a counterweighted
draft regulator ore used to exhaust the heater to the outside. A conventional roof
jack is used for the vent pipe. The heater should be located near the center of the
wonigan for most satisfactory heat distribution; however, other locotion: are accept-
able.

The 60-cfm intake-air fixture (Figure 4) is mounted high on the sidewall
behind the heater. It con be adjusted to discharge air across the ceiling or toward
the floor. Also, it can be used to introduce fresh air, blend the inside and outside
air, or only circulate the inside air. This is accomplished with the spring-loaded
damper on the fixture. The 60-cfm exhaust-air fixture (Figure 5) is similar in
design to the intake-air fixture. It is mounted as for as possible from the intake-
air fixture to improve the cross flow of air. The spring-loaded damper on this
fixture is used to regulate the quantity of air being exhausted from the wanigan.

Electrical Harness

The basic electrical harness for the wanigan consists of a 4-circuit, breaker-
type panel box, plastic-jacketed cables, lighting fixtures, and convenience outiets.
Three lights with reflectors on the longitudinal center of the ceiling provide general
iighting. Four IS-ampere duplex outlets are spaced along each interior sidewall,
and two watertight outlets are placed on &,a'ch exterior sidewall. The circuit-breaker

14
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panel is located at the center of one sidewall. The convenience outlets are mounted
4 feet above the floor so that, in most cases, furnishings will not interfere with their
use. The outlets and fixtures are attached with wood screws; the wiring is held in
place with clamps.

Side-Mounted Fuel Tank

The fuel supply for the heater is provided by a side-mounted 80-gallon fuel
tank connected to the heater with soft-drawn copper tubing. Mounting brackets
on the tank are 4 feet apart to match the standard panel bolt holes. This permits
mounting the tank on any panel.

Figure 4. Intake-air fixture for the NCEL wonigons.
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air intake
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blower

Figure 5. Exhaust air fixture for the NCEL wonigons.

PERFORMANCE

Five of the extra-wide NCEL sled wanigans were used as messing (Figure 6)
and sleeping wanigons in Antarctica from 1956 to 1959. They were used on sled
train operations between Little America V and Byrd Station. Field Reports2 show
that they gave good service during this period. Only minor repairs and rout;ne
maintenance were required on the wanigans. Some of the mechonicol outfitting
was overhauled and some was replaced during this period. In Deep Freeze 61,
one of ohe messing wanigono and one of the sleeping wanigans were used on an
exploratory sled train treck between byrd Station and the South Pole. These two
wanigans were in pood condition at the end of thi 800-mile joumey. At that
time, both of these wanigans had been used ;n over 5000 miles of sled train
operotions.

16
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Figure 6. An extra-wide sled wanigan fitted as a messing facility for
Operation Deep Freeze.

Prototypes of the extra-wide portable camp wanigan were used at Laboratory
field sites in Squaw Valley, California, and near Point Barrow, Alaska, between
1958 and 1960 (Appendix B). During this time these wanigons were used as field
offices, a light-duty repair shop, a warm-storage facility, and a pump wanigan.
They performed well in each of these applications. At Point Barrow, the pump
wanigan loaded with 17,000 pounds of equipment and gear was hauled over a
25-mile trail at the end of the first season. This test demonstrated the practica-
liry of the skid-mounted wanigan for short hauls. Between 1961 and 1964, two
portaile camp wonigans were used at an NCEL field test site on the Ross Ice Shelf
near McMurdo, Antarctica. One was used as an office wanigon and the other was
used first as an equipment repair wanigan and then as a generator wanigan. They
were readily adaptable to these applications.

Both types and sizes of NCEL wonigans can be eosily assembled by two to
four men using hand tools. The erection time differs only slightly for the standard
and extra-wide sizes ao each type. The standard sled wanigon (Figure 7) can be
assembled in about 12 manhours. All the ports for this wanigan con be handled by
two men. The heaviest pieces are the roof panels, which weigh 158 pounds each.
The standard portable camp wanigan (Figure 8) con be assembled in about 31 man-
hours. The heovy-d.:ty floor and skid system (Figure 9) requires about 20 of these

17



manhours. AlI of the ports for this wanigon can L~e handled by two men except the
four half-skid sections, which weigh about 250 pounds each. All four of the NCEL
wonigons ore eusy to assemble. However, because of the variety and types of bolts
used in assembly, detailed instructions or prior expe!'ence are necessary for erection
speed. Assembly instructionz for the NC.EL portable comp wonigrins are given in
NCEL Technical Note N-587 (Reference 3).

The bas-c heating and ventilating kit for the wanigan was evaluated in the
office wanigan at the NCEL surnier field site in Antorctica. The air ter-perotvres
during this evaluation ranged from 40 F to ~-20 F. Under !hese conditions, the
space heater for the kit was usually operated on low fire; occasional higher settings
were iee~ired for crxnfort in high winds and sharp drops in temperature. In two
4-month seasons of use, the heater required onl y nomina~l mnaintenance for satisfac-
tory operation.

Figure 7. Assembly of the standard sled wanigan.

18



Fgure 8� Assembly of the extra-wicie portable camp wanigan.

Figure 9. AssemU�Iy of heavy-duty floor and skid system.

19



The effectiveness of the 60-cfm ventilator was first tested at -10 F. Without
the ventilator, the interior temperature was 50 F at 30 inches above the floor and
90 F at 66 inches above the floor. With the ventilator set to recirculate only the
heated air in the wanigan, these temperatures became 60 F and 80 F. With the
system set to introduce only the outside -10 F air, the interior temperatures became
68 F and 72 F. It was found that the 68-72 F interior temperatures could be ma in-
tamned in outside air temperatures between 25 F and -15 F and winds up to 30 mph
by introducing 60 cfm of outside air, provided the heater was adjusted to the
prevailing conditions. The blower noise on the intake-air fixture did bother one
out of five personnel using the wanigan.

A prototype of the basic electrical harness was also tested in the office
wanigan at the NCEL Antarctic test site. Two manhours were required to install
the harness. The three overhead lights provided adequate general lighting for the
wanigan. The convenience outlets were used to energize desk lamps, office equip-
ment, and the ventilator. They were more than adequate for these requirements.

A side-mounted fuel tank was used to supply fuel to the heater in the office
wanigan. It was easy to fuel, but because of the relatively low fuel consumption
of the heater, it was refueled at infrequent intervals. The changing level of the
fuel in the long, slender tank did not have a noticeable effect on the operation
of the heater.

APPLICATIONS

Sled Versus Portable Camp Wanigons

Sled-mounted wanigans can be used for many types of camp and construction
applications. But the initial cost of the wanigan and the sled to haul it, the total
shipping weight involved, and the 3-foot deck height usually prevent its utilization
for such purposes. Based on 1962 prices, the heavy-duty floor and skid system for
the extra-wide portable camp wanigan costs $1900 more than the standard floor
for this wanigan. To convert a sled wanigan to a portable camp wanigan, using a
10-ton bobsled as the carrier, costs about $6400. This cost, which is based on the
estimated price of the 10-ton bobsled in 1962, is $4500 more than the cost of the
extra-wide heavy-duty floor and skid system. The shipping weight of the heavy-
duty floor and skid system is 3000 pounds more than the shipping weight for the
regular floor in the extra-wide sled wanigan. This is 2300 pounds less than the
shipping weight for the 10-ton bobsled. It weighs 5300 pounds packaged for
shipment. The deck height for the heavy-duty floor and skid system is 11 inches;
the deck height for the 10-ton bobsled is about 36 inches. Access to the portable
NCEL wanigans is easy and relatively simple for both personnel and equipment.
Access to a sled-mounted wanigan is more difficult, especially for heavy equipment.

2O



Sled Wanigans

The NCEL sled wanligans are best suited for tractor train operations in polar
regions. They can be used as sleeping and messing facilities for the sled train
personnel and passengers. Also, they can be used for housing generators, communi-
cation equipment, maintenance and repair equipment, and other such facilities that
might be required in trail operations.

The Laboratory provided three 9,-man sleeping wanigans for Operation Deep
Freeze (Figure 10). It also provided two 12-man messing wanigans (Figure 11).
The extra-wide NCEL sled wanigan was used for these applications. A 4-man
combination sleeping and messing wanigan (Figure 12) was developed by the
Laboratory for sled train operations. The standard sled wanigan was used for this
application.

Portable Camp Wanigans

Development of the heavy-duty floor and skid system for the wanigan greatly
expanded its potential application. This self-portability concept more closely allied
the wanigan with the remote, transient nature of many polar projects. They are often
performed at isolated locations, and they are often of limited duration.

The NCEL portable camp wanigans are best suited for transient camps and
work areas away from an established camp or station. They can be used for sleep-
ing and messing personnel in the absence of other facilities, but they ore more
adaptable to housing those facilities, within the size limitations of the wanigans,
that require both shelter and limited mobility. Such facilities include, but are
not limited to, communication centers, field offices, shops, Inboratories, utilities,
and fixed construction equipment. Some examples of current applications for the
portable camp wanigan are given in the following paragraphs.

A standard portable wanigan was L oed as a field office at the NCEL test site
near McMurdo, Antarctica, during Deep Freeze 63 and 64. It was fitted with hinge-
mounted tables to provide work space for four men and with adjustable metal shelving
for the storage of forms and records.

A standard portable wanigan was used as an equipment repair shop in
conjunction with a portable maintenance shelter at the an'arctic test site during
Deep Freeze 63. It was fitted with the shop equipment, work benches, tools, and
storage bins required for the maintenance and repair of equipment at a construction
site.
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Figure 10., An extra-wide sled wanigon outfitted as a sleeping facility,
9 -man capacity.
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Figure I). An extra-wide slec! vonigon outfitted as a messing facility,
1 2-man seating ccpacity.

Figure 12. A standard sled wonigon outfitted as a combiantion
sleeping and messing facil~ty, 4-man capacity.
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A standard portable wanigan is currently being outfitted as a field test
laboratory for ice and snow studies. It will contain cold and worm test spaces and
the instruments required for this work.

An extra-wide portable wanigan was used as a utility shelter at an NCEL
field site near Point Barrow, Alaska, in 1961 and 1962. It housed a sea-water
disti~lat.'n unit and a fresh-water storage tank.

A standard portable wanigan was used as a generator shed at the antarctic
field site in 1964. It housed the 25-kw generator, switch gear, and panel boards
used to generate and distribute electricity to the field camp.

An extra-wide portable wanigan was used as a pump wanigan (Figure 13) at
an NCEL field site on the sea ice near Point Barrow, Alaska, in 1958 and 1959. It
housed a diesel-driven pump and the hose and fittings necessary for flooding sea
ice.

Figure 13. An extro-wide NCEL portable camp wanigon outfitted
as a pump wonigan for sea ice flooding. Note side-
mounted fuel tank.
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FINDINGS

1. The NCEL wanigans are adaptable to a variety of applications, within the space
available, on sled train operations, in transient field camps, and at remote construc-
tion sites.

2. The two NCEL sled wanigans are best adapted to facilities for sled train
operations. They are easy to erect, and the standard 8-font-wide sled wanigan can
be air-transported in a C-130 aircraft without disassembly.

3. The two NCEL portable camp wanigans are best adapted to facilities for transient
field camps and remote consoruction projects. They are also easy to erect, and the
standard 8-foot-wide portable camp wanigan can be air-transported in a C-130 air-
craft without disassembly.

4. The basic heating and ventilating kit, electrical harness, and side-mounted fuel
tank provide adequate comfort and lighting for most wanigan applications.

5. The packaged wonigans complete with the basic accessories weigh from
3410 pounds for the standard sled wanigan to 7160 pounds for the extra-wide
portable camp wanigan. Based on 1962 prices, their costs range from $4850 to
$7050.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The NCEL sled wanigans are well suited for housing messing and sleeping
facilities on extensive sled train operations in polar regions. They are also
adaptable to housing other facilities that might be required on such operations.

2. The NCEL portable camp wanigans are well suited for housing offices, field
laboratories, utilities, Fixed construction equipment, and other such portable
facilities that are required at transient field camps and isolated construction
sites in polar regions.
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Appendix A

DEVELOPMENT OF THE BASIC NCEL WANIGAN

Between 1947 and 1955, a series of prefabricated, panelIzed wanigon designswere developed and tested by the Laboratory. These designs, which were designatedMark I through Modified Mark V respectively, resulted in the basic NCEL wanigandesign described in this report.

MARK I WANIGAN

The Mark I Wanigan, which was 8 feet wide and 32 feet long, was designedand fabricated at the Laboratory in 1947. It was made up of plywood-faced, 4- by8-foot insulated panels which were locked together with a tie-rod harness to for-nthe boxlike structure. In the field tests at Point Barrow in 1947-49, it was found 4that the tie-rod harness was inadequate and the 3 2-foot length was too cumbersomefor trail use.

MARK II WANIGAN

The Mark II Wanigan, which was 8 feet wide by 24 feet long, was designedby the Bureau of Yards and Docks and fabricated at the Laboratory in 1948. It wasalso made up of plywood-faced, 4- by 8-foot insulated panels which were lockedtogether with a #;- -r•d h.ýrrness. However, in on attempt to simplify erection, eachset of roof. floor, and side panels were hinged together to form a collapsible section.Metal knee braces were used ;n the assembled wanigan to stiffen the upper cornersof these sections. In field tests at Port Hueneme, California, and Point Borrow,Alaska, in 1949-50, it was found 5 that the bulk of the collapsed sections was toogreat for easy handling and that the panel Ioints leaked.

MARK III 'AANIGAN

The Mark III Vonigan, which was 10 feet wide by 24 feet long, wos designedand fabricated by the Laboratory in 19••A. Except for the increased w;dth and adifferent panel hinge arrangement, it was similar to the Mark II V onigon. In theMark III design, one sidewall panel was hinged to the roof panpi and the oppositeside panel was hinged to the floor panel with fixed-pin hinges. These two partswere assembled into a panel section by inserting pins in the open hinges or. tWe free
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ends of the matching panels. Knee braces were used to stiffen the assembled wanigan,
and the entire unit was locked together with four binding angles and vertical and
horizontal tie rods. In tests at Camp Hale, Colorado, and Point Borrow, Alaska,
between 1950 and 1952, it was found 6 that the wanigan was structurally satisfactory,
but the weight of its individual parts was too great for easy handling.

MARK IV WANIGAN

The Mark IV Wonigan, which was 10 feet wide by 24 feet long, was designed
and fabricated for the Laboratory by a trailer-house monufa,,.urer in 1951. Stressed-
skin panels and other l;ghtweight principles used in trc'iler manufricturi;g were used
in this design. Basica' ;y, the design consisted of floor, wall, and ioc-f panels hinged
together so that they could be collapsed into a flat pact we. The - imary difference

between this hinge arrangement and that used ;n the Mark II a .il Wanigans was
the addition of a hinge point in the center of the sidewall panels. Tnis allowed the
sidewalls to fold inward to achieve a vertical collapse ind form a folded sect'on
4 feet wide, 10 feet long, and about P inches hIh in assembly, these sections were
supported by frames made of 1-1, 2-inch extra-s ^ng pipe. The frames consisted of
two co~ur-ns joined to a roof beam by bolts and gussets. The sections were joined to
each other with wedge clamps.

This wanigon was not trail-tested, but it wc. tested for structural adequacy and
,veath~r tightness in the NCEL prefabr'kzted-iuilding test facility. For the structural
test, simulated loads were: snow, 30 lbisq ft. wind, 100 mph; and floor, 75 lb sq ft.
For the weather test, a 2-inch-per-hour rainfall was simulated. These tests showed
tnat the major weakness in the design was the wedge-clip fastener and the joint seal
problem resulting fron the pipe frame. A satisfactory solution to both problems was
considered too difficult to just;fy turther development of this design. However, the
stressed-skin principle was considered a good oppr-3och to achieving a llghtweiqht,

Snock rown wanigon.

MARK V WAINIGAN

The Marl' V Wanigan, which was 8 feel wide by 24 feet long, was des;gned and
fabricated by 4he Laborotry in 1953. The strescJ-skin principle of construction was
used in this design. The panels fr this wanigan, which were only 2 inches thick, were
highly interchangeable. The panels were formed with wood and faced with I A-inch
plywood. They were insulated with fibe-g!oss and vapor-sealed wath aluminum foil.

Throug-bolt fasteners were used to connect the panels to each other. Unicellular

sponge-rubber gaskets were used to seal the panel joints.
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The Mark V Wanigan was first tested at the U. S. Army Test Center, Fort

Churchill, Manitoba, Canada, in the winter of 1954. For this test it was outfitted
for sleeping and messing four men on the trail. The wanigan mounted on a 10-ton

bobsled was token on two trail tests of about 30 miles each. It was then returned to

the Laboratory and given an adJitional 40-hour simulated trail test at a test site near
Port Hueneme, California. In the Hueneme sled tests, it was towed over a rough trail
having maximum longitudinal and trons'erse slopes of 25 percent and a section of
trail with ridges constructed 45 degrees to the course to induce greater racking in
the structure. In these tests it was found7 that the wanigan was structurally adequate

for trail use and that frost accumulation on the through-bolt panel fasteners was
negligible'.

MODIFIED MARK V WANIGAN

Five Modified Mark V Wanigans, which were 10 feet wide by 20 feet long,
were fabricated and outfitted by NCEL for Operation Deep Freeze in 1955.8 In
addition to increasing the width of the floor and roof panels, 'he roof panel design
was changed to prcvide a slight slope to the roof, and the endwall panels were
redesigned because of the increased width.

The basic modification consisted of increasing the width of the wanigan from
8 to 10 feet. The roof panel framing was strengthened with heavier members and
contoured on the upper surface to produce a 1-inchi crown in the roof. The panel
was further reinforced by rerlacing the I 4-inch-thick piwood skin on the upper
anel face with 3 8-inch plywood. Three endwall panels were designed to replace

the two endwall panels used in the 8-foot-wide Mark V Wanigan.

Three of the five wonigans fabricatrd for Deep Freeze were out(itted ;o berth
nine men each, while the other two were outfitted with a gal!ey and messing facilit;es
to accommodate 12 men at one setting.
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Ap•endix B

DEVELOPMENT OF THE NCEL PORTABLE CAM? WANIGANS

In 1958, the Laboratory developed a heavy-duty floor and skid system for its
sled wanigan. Increasing jse of the wanigan for housing equipment and machinery
during pioneer deployment to the polar regions, and construction activities away
from an established polar camp or station dictated this need.

The floor and skidJ system consisted of a panel ized floor made of 2 x 6 timbers
mounted on steel runners spaced 5-3/4 feet apart. To match the dimensions of the
stanaard and extra-wide NCEL sled wanigans, its deck was 20 feet long and respec-
tively 8 cnd 10 feet wide. For towing, it was fitted with a tongue which could be
attached to either end of the skids. As the deck height of the floor was only 11 inches,
it was designed so that it could be separated into two half-section worL platforms.

Initial tests on the heavy-duty floor and skid system were performed on a
prepared sand test course at Port Hueneme, California. This course was laid out to
produce high tensional and racking forces. A half unit, or 10- by 8-foot section,
was towed over this course loocaed with threp different weights, ranging frorn 1000 to
4500 pounds (Figure 14). The totai test time was approximately 3 hours1 with 1 hour
devoted to each load. A thorough inspection of the unit at the conclusion of the
testing revealed no structural weakness.

Following these tests, a 10-foot-wide by 20-foot-long heavy-duty floor and
skid system was fabricated and fitted with an extra-wide wanigan shell. This unit,
called an extra-',1 ide portable camp wanigin, was used to further test the floor and
skid system. During a 12-hour tow test, over the Hueneme sand course, its perform-
ance was observed with no load cnd with deck loads of 1000, 3000, and 5000 pounds.
The 5000-pound test load was distributed as follows: a 3000-pound weight was con-
centruted near one end of tite deck (.- the longitudinal cer.terline of the wa.oigan,
and 1000-pco.;id weights were located on either side of the deck at the opposite end.
The maxi.,um racking observed in the wall panels was 0.3 inch. This measuremert
was made at a poir- 6 feet about +he floor. The max;mum flecture obs-rved was
about 0.4 inch. The maximumn 'oariation ouseiNved between the test performed with
the 1000-pound test load and the 5000-pound load was 0.! inch. The sand test course
provided a good bridging and torsional test for the wanigan (Figures 15 and 16);
however, it did not simulate the impact stresses which would be produced bý a natural
arctic environment.
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Between 1958 and 1960, the prototype camp wanigan was used successively as
a headquarters building, a light-duty repair shop, and as a warm-storage facility for
the Navy's compacted-snow parking project at Squaw Valley, California, for the
VIII Olympic Winter Games. It performed very satisfactorily for these functions.

In 1958, tv, i additional portable camp wanigans were fabricated for use in the
Laboratory's sea-ice flooding trials at Point Barrow, Alaska. The endwalls in these
two wanigans were fitted with 5-foot-wide double doors for easy entry and exit of
large equipment. These wanigons were used for two winter seasons at Point Barrow -
one as a field office at the test site and the other as a pump wanigan.

The pump wanigan housed a 5000-pound diesel-engine-driven pump and
collateral equipment weighing approximately 7500 pounds. After 2 months of pumping
operations, during the first test season, this wanigon was subjected to a 25--mile trail
test over bare ice, snow-covered ice, and snow-covered tundra. It was found 2 that
the wanigan was structurally adequate for this type of travel, but because of its low
ground clearance, it was not considered suitable for extensive trail use.

I - -

Figure 14. Test of half-section of heavy-duty floor and skid system.
Test load 3000 pounds.
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Fs'gure 16. Corner i;ft of prototype portable wonigon supporting 5 OOO-po~md

deck load.
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Appendix C

UTILITIES FOR THE NCEL WANIGANS

Utility requirements for wanigans vary with specific applications. The
applications shown in Table IX indicate that heating and ventilating requirements for
a specific wanigan can range from 500 cfm of ventilation air and 45,000 Btuh of heat
for a messing wanigan down to 45 cfm of air and 24,600 Btuh of heat for a maintenance
and repair wanigan. The table also shows that the electrical, water, sanitation, and
fuel requirements also vary with application. Table IX was developed to determine
and select basic utilities for the NCEL family of wanigans; however, it can be used
as a general guide for wanigan utility requirements.

HEAT

In 1956, heating studies were conducted in the Laboratory's cold chamber on
a prototype of the extra-wide sled wanigan. Electrical heating was used for these
tests. In test temperatures of 10 F, -15 F, -40 F, and -65 F, the interior temperature
of the wanigan was stabilized as close as possible to an overall averag, temperature
of 70 F. At 10 F, the heat loss was 1 1,500 Btuh; at -65 F, this loss in - .,-d to
19,000 Btuh (Figure 17). These tests indicated that the heat loss from co Juction
and natural infiltration in the NCEL wanigan is 0.16 Btuh/sq ft/°F. As wanigons are
used in temperatures to -65 F, the total heating requirements shown in Table IX are
based on 19,000 Btuh of conduction and natural infiltration.

Both forced-draft furnaces and pot-type space heaters were considered for
wanigan heating. Neither is entirely suitable. The forced-draft furnace is reliable
and efficient, but requires electrical power for operation. Also, it is not available
in the small sizes normally required for wanigan heating. The pot-type space heater
does not require electrical power for operation, but its efficiency, reliability, and
ease of regulation leaves much to be desired. Maintenance requirements are often
high when it operates at much less than three-fourths of its rated capacity, as soot
formation at low fire settings clog the small combustion air inlet openings in the
burner. During the wanigan development, consideration was given to combining the
two burner types into a single combustion chamber. Such a combination would have
permitted use of the gun-type burner when electrical power was available and of the
pot-type burner when such power was not available. Unfortunately, the combustion
chambers for the two types of burners are not compatible.
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Some effort was devoted toward improving the heating system for wanigans.
Tests were made on three types of space heaters with special heated-air distribution
systems to reduce stratification and improve comfort in the wanigan, and an experi-
mental thermosiphon hot-water heating system was tested for the same purpose. None
were sufficiently satisfactory to warrant development.

After careful survey of the pot-type space heaters available, a 25,000-Btuh
space heater similar to those used in mobile homes was selected as the basic heater
for the NCEL wanigans. A review of the heating requirements for the various wanigon
applications given in Table IX shows that this size of heater is adequate for most
applications.

In some applications, this size of heater may be inadequate. For example,
Table IX shows that a 36,500-Btuh heater is required for a sleeping wanigan at -65 F.
Here a larger heater should be substituted for the basic wanigan heater. In other
applications, other heat sources may produce adequate heat for the wanigan. An
example of this is the galley range in a messing wanigan. Here, it may be practical
to eliminate the heater and use the range for heating as well as cooking. Under
certain conditions, cooling rather than heating may be required to maintain comfort-
able temperatures. This can be accomplished with adequate ventilation.

VENTILATION

In the early stages of development, numerous types and sizes of manual
ventilators were used to provide fresh air for the wanigan. None were satisfactory.

In 1960, a positive ventilation system was developed for the NCEL wanigans.
This system was based on 15 cfm per man. While this quantity was not based on
precis:: requirements, it appeared to be a practical minimum for most wanigon appli-
cations. For rest conditions, such as sleeping, 5 or 6 cfm per man is adequate, but
this would not satisfy daytime occupancy. For smoke or odor conditions, 30 cfm per
man is required. The ventilation requirements for the various wanigan applications
shown in Table IX are based on these rates.

Simple intake-air and exhaust-oir fixtures (Figures 4 and 5) are used to
ventilate the wanigan. The capacity of these units is 60 cfm. Aq shown in Tnhle IX,
this size fits most general applications.

To control the ventilation, the intake-air fixture can be adjusted to direct
the incoming air across the ceiling or toward the floor. It is also fitted with a
spring-looded damper which can be adjusted to control the quantity of intake air.
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The exhaust-air fixture is fitted with a similar damper. In those applications
requiring more ventilation, such as a messing wanigan, the proper fixture size should
be substituted for the basic units.

ELECTRICITY

Electrical power requirements for wanigons vary widely with application
(Table IX). Lighting and convenience power outlets, however, can be standard for
all applications. Accordingly, a basic electrical harness was developed for the
NCEL wanigan. It provides three overhead lights and eight 15-amphere duplex
outlets on the interior of the wanigon and four weatherproof outiets on the outside.
Depending on the load, between 1000 and 2000 watts are required to energize this
harness. This basic electrical harness can be supplemented or replaced as required
to provide adequate wiring for specific applications.

Because of the varying electrical requirements for individual wanigans, an
electrical generator is not included as standard outfitting for the NCEL wanigans.
If a separate generator is required for a specific wanigan application, it should be
selected to match the power requirements for that wanigan.

FUEL

Numerous types and sizes of fuel tanks were used initially for the NCEL
wanigans. In 1959, an 80-gallon side-mounted fuel tank was developed for the
wanigan (Figure 13). Tests on these long, slender tanks at Point Barrow, Alaska,
showed them to be generally satisfactory for servicing the wanigan heater with fuel
even though the static head changed continually as the fuel was consumed by the
heater. Advantages of these tanks were easy refueling, low center of gravity, and
easy attachment to the wanigan. One of these tanks is included as a basic item of
equipment for the NCEL wanigans. Soft-drawn copper tubing and the necessar/
fittings are provided to attach the tank to the space heater.

This fuel tank con also be used to service gasoline and diesel equipment
housed in the wanigan. It has been used for this at Laboratory field sites in Alaska
and Antarctica.

WATER

Water in most polar areas :s obtained by melting snow. Most wanigan
applications require same water, but as shown in Table IX, this requirement is usually
so small that it con be provided by melting snow in a bucket on top of the heater. In
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those applications requiring several gallons of water per man per day, such as for
sleeping and messing wanigans, other methods should be provided for melting snow.
The specific method selected - electrical heat, fuel heat, waste heat, etc. - should
be matched to the quantity of water required per day and the personnel available for
melting snow. From a fuel standpoint, waste heat when available is the most eco-
nomical methcd to melt snow; however, other factors such as the production rate and
manpower requirements may outweigh this economy.

Srow-,nelting equipment, water storage tanks, and distribution lines are not
included as standard outfitting for the NCEL wanigans. Where such equipment is
required, it should be selected to match specific requirements.

SANITATION

Most wanigan applications do not require sanitary facilities; consequently,
none are included as standard outfitting for the NCEL wanigans. In those applica-
tions where such facilities are required, such as for messing and sleeping wanigans,
simplicity shc.Jld be the key to their selection. Lavatories, sinks, and urinals can
be drained with automotive radiator hose. It is simple and easy to install because
of ;ts flexibility. Camp-type Vrtable toilets with disposal-bag receptacles have
been used with fair success in trail wanigans.
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Appendix D

DRAWINGS FOR THE NCEL WANIGANS

Fabrication and assembly drawings for the NCEL sled and portable camp
wanigans in both standard and extra-wide widths are listed below. Table X lists
the drawing required for fabricating each type of wanigan. The last three drawings
in the following list contain the details for fabricating the basic heating and venti-
lating kit, the electrical harness, and the .ide-mounted fuel tank fat the.ýse wanigans.
S--c fications for the NCEL wonigans are contained in Reference 9.

Y&D DWG NO. TITLE

"993670 Standard Portable Wanigan - Fabrication Requirements

"99367! Standard Portable WVonigon - Assembly

"993672 Extra-Wide Portable Wanigan - Fabrication Requirements

"993673 Extra-Wide Portable Wan;gon - Assembly

993674 Standard Sled Wanigan - Fabrication Requirements

993675 Standard S!ed Wanigan - Assembly

993676 Extra-Wide Sled Woanogan - Fabsico;on Requirements

993677 Extr--Wide Sled Waniaan - Assembly

"993678 Standard Portable Vvanigon Floor - Assembly

"3679 Standard Portable Vvan*g',r Floor - Skids and Cross
Members

"93680 Standard Portable Vaniqan Floci, - Frame, Poaels? ord
Connectots

"99368i Standard Portable V iuoon Flci - Torigu-

"993682 Extro-VIde Portable vonigan Floor - Assef-bly

"3683 Extro-V,;de Portable 'Aon,9on Floor - Si ds an¢• Cros,
Members

?93684 Extro-V-ide Portable Vonigio.r F:o>tr - Frame, Parteik, anna
Connec tos

99mw5 Extro-Wide Portable V,;o;n ;w •r - Tr•njue
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Y&D DWG NO. TITLE

993686 Standard Sled Wanigon Floor - MK- ?8 and MK-30 Panels

993687 Standard Sled V.onigan Floor - MK.-29 Panel

993688 Extra-Wv'de Sled Wafligan Floor - MK-1 and MK-3 Pond,,s

993689 Extra-V iJe Sled Waen~gar~ Floo~r - MK-2 Panel

993690 Wanigan Sidewall - MK-4 and MK-6 Panels

993691 Wonigan Sidemioll -*MK-5 Panel

993692 Standard Poitable Wanigan Endwall - MK-25 ond
MK-26 Parels

993693 Standard Portobl2ý Wonuanig Endwall - MK-2-7 Panel

993694 Extra-Wide Portab~e V&oangon Encwall - MK-)4 and

993694MK-17 Panels

993695 Extra-WNide Portable WAanigan EocfwaU, - MK-18 Panel

993696Standard Sled Wanigan Endwoll - MK-31 and
993696MK-32 Panel:

993697Extra-Viide Sled Wanigun En-dwoll - MK-8 and
993697MK-10 Panels

993698 Sled '.-c~nigcn Door - MK-9 Panel

993699 Portable' WaV,,n n Doot - MK-20 Panel

993700 Portoble V~artigort Doer - MK-2) Panel

/W;70 Standard V~nio Roof - MK-22 Panel

9937,02 Standard VW0nigan Roof - MK-23 Pane;

903703 Standard WNaiý q Roof - MK-24 Panel an~d

99303MK-` G,,.sie, Plote

993*704 Exidra-V Je V\ir--;gn Roof - MK-1 I Pane!

"19305 E x fro-Y an go R co f - MAK(- 12 Panel

Ex,-Vj Roof~ - MK-), Pane-l Ono
MK-17 C'.Swp Piote

993~~~Qa I 4v,r Accessof~es a 1~'w nd XVen~ilat .>ý ')Ster-

..08Q Aonogart n Aes.-ire Hc"zl aneis

99370'ý V, ofn/ go,- Accensorves -Sje-Mo,,e:i Fjel Toni,
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STaL• )(. F 1' biicotc,-- ond Aswe"bly Drawings Required for
Si-r. Ti' ' ofe c NCEL W•anio•o

Sled Woi'qarn Portable Camp W3nigon
Y&D Dwvg No. -

Stondard Ex ra -••, de Stardard Ey'ra-Wide

993670 X
993671 X
993672 

X
993673 

X
993674 X
993675 X
993676 X
993677 X
"•9 3 678 X
993679 X
993680 X
993681 X
993682 

X
993683 

X
993684 

X
993685 

X
993686 X
993687 X
993683 X
993689 X
993690 X X X
993691 X X X x
993692 x
993693 X
993694 

X
993695 

x
993696 X
993697 X
993698 X x
903699 X X
993700 X x
993701 X X
993702 X X
993703 x X
993704 X X
993705 X X
993706 X X
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DISTRIBUTION LIST

SNDL T'- oJ Total
Code A ct.-,t,.s Cop,es

I i0 Chief. Bureau of Yards and Docks (Code 42)

23A 1 1 Naval Forces Commondert iTawan )nly)

39B 2 4 Constructon Boetalori is

39D 10 10 Mobile Cc-istructon Battalions

39E 3 3 Amphibious Constructiaro Battokons

39F 1 2 Constrvction Bottao!on Be.e Unts

A2A I Chief of Naval Research - Only

A3 2 2 Chief of Naval Operoton tOP-07, OP-04)

AS 5 5 Bureaus

B3 2 2 Colleges

E, 1 2 Laboratory ONR (Washington, D. C. only)

E5 1 1 Research Office ONR (Pasadena only)

E 16 i 1 Training Device Center

F9 7 7 Stat~on - CNO iBoston, Key West, Son Jk on, Long Beach, San D-ego,
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